Introduction
Kane O'Hara's Midas introduced a new operatic genre to the Dublin and London stages: the English burletta. 1 The name of the new genre may owe something to the circumstances of the opera's first public performance; it was staged at Crow Street theatre in 1762 'in opposition to the Italian burletta at Smock-alley'. 2 However, Midas led an independent existence before its association with the Italian burlettas, in which intriguing references to the Paris stage are intermingled with allusions to the music popular in Dublin at the time. Midas had originally been performed 'at the private theatre attached to the residence of the Right Hon. William Brownlow, at Lurgan, in April, 1760', 3 and existed in a number of different versions over the course of its performance history. No libretto or music survives from the first performance but The Private Theatre of Kilkenny reports that Midas 'originally consisted of but one Act' and that 'many additions were made to it, before its introduction to the Public'. 4 It was performed as a three-act mainpiece in Crow Street in 1762 and in Covent Garden in 1764, but its most enduring form was the second edition of 1766, which is a two-act afterpiece. 1 named in the earliest source for Midas. 6 O'Hara's retention of these airs in all subsequent versions of Midas, along with the rarity of the airs, points to their having a particular significance in relation to his purposes in writing Midas. Does the inclusion of Rousseau's airs in O'Hara's opera reveal a more pervasive influence from the Paris stage than has hitherto been suspected? This article will explore the awareness of French music and literature in Dublin in the middle of the eighteenth century. O'Hara's settings of Rousseau's airs will be analysed and viewed in relation to Rousseau's writings on music. The original performer of the two borrowed airs, Pierre Jélyotte, was the most celebrated singer at the Paris Opera in the middle of the eighteenth century: the relevance of his other roles in relation to Midas, and his association with the operatic romance, will be investigated. The influence of the Paris stage on O'Hara's choice of plot and its realization will also be assessed.
The origins of Midas and Le Devin du village
Le Devin du village and Midas both had their inception in sociable music-making. Rousseau had spent the early days of his friendship with Friedrich Melchior, Baron von Grimm, in the period 1749-53, singing Italian arias and attending operas: He [Grimm] had a harpsichord, which served as our meeting place and around which I spent with him every moment I had free, singing Italian airs and barcaroles without pause or respite from morning until night … 7
On his trips out of Paris, for his health or to avoid the distractions of the city, Rousseau also welcomed opportunities to make music. At Marcoussis, Rousseau composed trios which he sang with Grimm and the local curate, but which were subsequently lost. 8 His visits to his Genevan friend and relative François Mussard in Passy were more productive from a musical perspective. Mussard played the cello and two ladies in his household sang-one 'like an angel'. 9 After an evening of sharing his enthusiasm for Italian music with Mussard and discussing how a drama equal to opera buffa could be introduced into French music, Rousseau 'composed, very rapidly, some verses of a sort and set them to whatever tune came into my head while I was writing them '. 10 Inspired by the praise and encouragement of Mussard and his housekeeper, Rousseau expanded on these three airs to complete the first sketch of Le Devin du village in just over a week, probably in 1752. 11 O'Hara's Midas grew out of similar domestic music-making. John O'Keeffe recollects that [he] was at O'Hara's house in King-street, Stephen's-green, one morning, at a meeting with Lord Mornington, Mr. Brownlow, M.P. a musical amateur and fine player on the harpsichord, when they were settling the music for Midas. 12 Public acclaim was not a motivating factor in the composition of either opera. Rousseau 'would have given the world to see it [Le Devin] performed exactly as I imagined it, behind closed doors' 13 but was not disappointed to attend its first performance on 18 October 1752 at the royal court at Fontainebleau. In a note sent to Rousseau two days later, the celebrated haute-contre Pierre Jélyotte recorded that 'His Majesty does nothing but sing, in the least tuneful voice in his whole realm, I have lost my suitor, I have lost all my joy.' 14 Le Devin was also staged privately at Bellevue, where Mme de Pompadour played the role of Colin. At the first performance of Midas, in the private theatre of William Brownlow near Lurgan, 'the Characters in the Piece were undertaken by the Members of the Family and their Relatives; with the exception of the part of Pan, which was reserved by the Author for himself '. 15 Rather than collaborating with a librettist or composer, Rousseau and O'Hara chose to create both the libretto and the music of their operas themselves. This practice reflected the changing aesthetic of the time and was also adopted by Rousseau, Confessions, 365.
11
Rousseau gives no year or month for his first sketch of Le Devin but his account of the preparation for performance at Fontainebleau suggests that only a short amount of time had elapsed. It may be deduced that the work was first sketched in 1752.
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O'Keeffe, 53. This meeting may have been in preparation for the public performance in 1762 and not related to the original composition of the opera. O'Keeffe offers no exact date for this meeting but it must have been between 1760 and 1762, as it postdates the arrival of the D'Amici family in Dublin (which O'Keeffe indicates as being in 1760) and predates the Crow Street run of Midas in 1762. If I had been a plagiarist, just imagine how many thefts would have come to light at this time and how diligent certain people would have been in pointing them out! But not a bit of it: try as they might, they could not find in my music the least reminiscence of any other, and all of my songs, when compared with their so-called originals, proved to be as new as the style of the music I had created. 18 However, he concedes that he had borrowed a pastourelle from one obscure source for the divertissement which he had composed for the first performance of Le Devin at the Paris Opera on 1 March 1753, but declines to name the composer. He protests his reluctance to include any borrowings in his divertissement and attributes the inclusion of this pastourelle to his wish to oblige the Baron d'Holbach: 'He pressed me so hard, however, that to please him I chose a pastourelle, which I abridged and adapted as a trio for the entrance of Colette's companions.' 19 With hindsight, Rousseau viewed this episode as a ploy to discredit him, dwelling on the subsequent circulation of the borrowed air. After a social gathering a few months later, he reflects bitterly that 'I saw 
French music and literature in Dublin
O'Hara's familiarity with French music and theatre is illustrated by references to French airs among his (undated) personal papers. Eight French airs appear in a collection of small cards, the size of playing cards, with the words of the airs ornately handwritten in small writing. 21 There has been an attempt to fit one air to each side of the card. The feminine endings on an 'e' vowel have been given an accent not used in written French but helpful to a singer for the purpose of matching notes to syllables. '(Bis)' is added at the end of a line if it is intended to be repeated with the next musical phrase. The clef and time signature are given in a box on the top left and the tempo is given in a box at the top right (see Illustration 1). On the final card, 'La Fortunè se presentè;/ Hatè toi de la saisir' (see Illustration 1), bracketed numbers seem to suggest long melismas or a series of repeated notes, such as '(24)' after 'rouleras'. The score of Egidio Duni's Le Peintre amoureux de son modèle, from which 'La Fortune se presente' is taken, confirms that this is the case: see Illustration 2. It is clear from O'Hara's collection of air texts that he had access to the musical notation of the airs from Le Peintre amoureux. However, O'Hara attributes their composition to François-André Danican Philidor rather than Duni, which suggests that they were supplied to him out of their original context. It can be deduced from this collection of cards that music from the latest French operas was being sung in private in Dublin, even before the spread of French-language printing in the last quarter of the eighteenth century.
The appendices in Ireland and the French Enlightenment, 1700-1800 record that thirtytwo books and three magazines in the French language were published in Ireland in the eighteenth century. 22 Literary journals published English translations of French literature in serialized form or as extracts. French publications were reviewed and translations by readers of the journals were occasionally included-'responses by readers reinforce the impression of an educated public eager to engage in scholarly debate'. 23 Voltaire was the most prominent author to be translated from French. Rousseau was also well represented, although interest in his writings only became widespread in the 1760s after the publication of Émile and Du Contrat social.
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The O'Hara Papers, preserved in the National Library of Ireland, Dublin (IRL-Dn): 36,471/1 (78). There are four cards, measuring 7.75 by 11.5 cm, and one piece of paper folded into the same size as the cards. Separated from these cards by a number of loose pages is another small card, exhibiting the words of two short English songs. supplied by his friend, Dr. Arnold', 32 to protest about licence irregularity. 33 In 1789, a parodied or 'improved' version of Midas appeared in print (but not on stage), replacing the original characters with politicians, members of the nobility and the Royal family, acting out the events of the Regency crisis. In Paris, there had been earlier parallels. In the early 1750s, rather than reflecting political developments, literary discussion of the Paris Opera actually influenced the political climate. Brenno Boccadoro detects undertones of religious politics in Grimm's reference to the Jesuits on the title page of his inflammatory pamphlet, Le Petit prophète de Boehmischbroda (1753): 34 In January 1753, at the exact moment when the pronouncements of Grimm's little prophet had inspired an avalanche of pamphlets, a sharp break between the Jansenists and the Jesuits shook monarchic absolutism. 35 Rousseau dismisses the impact of Le Petit prophète as a 'joke' which 'caused its author no trouble', but claims that his own Lettre sur la musique françoise (1753) caused a significant distraction during 'the great quarrel with the parlement and the clergy', and even claims that it 'averted a revolution within the state'. 36
O'Hara's settings of Rousseau
There appears to have been no discussion in Dublin of Rousseau's musical compositions or writings on music, either in the 1750s or later. Nothing in Dublin print culture accounts for O'Hara's familiarity with airs from Rousseau's Le Devin du village. Sheridan points to 'a European awareness in segments of the Irish reading public which had the confidence to look far beyond London for sources of information, and unmediated access to "le bon ton"'. 37 Although O'Hara never travelled out of Ireland, members of his circle clearly did, sharing the latest literature and music with an active community of amateur performers. The similarity of O'Hara's setting of 'He's as tight a lad to see to' in Midas (Illustration 4) to 'Quand on sçait aimer et plaire' in Le Devin (Illustration 3) strongly suggests that O'Hara had seen the score or a close copy of this air. This pamphlet was presented as a parable, recounting the vision of a bohemian boy who is transported to the Paris Opera and forms an unfavourable impression of it.
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Brenno Boccadoro, 'Bouffons, Quarrel of the', in Michel Delon (ed.), Encyclopedia of the Enlightenment (London: Routledge, 2013), 194-7: 197. 36 Rousseau, Confessions, 375. 37 Sheridan, 23. first beat of the bar, rather than the third beat (which would have been characteristic of the gavotte). This change complements the contour of the melody, with a rising fourth leading to the first beat of the second and third bars. In both settings the instrumental prelude begins with a statement of the vocal theme, incorporating similar elaborations on the second half of the theme. O'Hara also borrows the 'scotch snap' or sanglot sequence which follows in Rousseau's setting (bars 5-7) but omits the bass at this point. The melody of the second episode is mostly unchanged but the rising minim figure (like the earlier sanglot figure) is unaccompanied in the O'Hara setting and the climactic note is shortened (Illustration 4, bars 2-5 in the fifth system). The harmonic structure and detail are similar in both settings but the contour of the bass is completely rewritten in the O'Hara arrangement.
Whether O'Hara was aware of Rousseau's Lettre sur la musique françoise or not, he set Rousseau's second air 'Non, non Colette n'est point trompeuse' (as the ensemble 'Mama, how can you be so ill-natur'd') exactly according to Rousseau's principle of the 'Unity of Melody'. 40 This principle required that 'the whole ensemble must convey only one melody to the ear and only one idea to the mind'. 41 The structure of Rousseau's melody is AABCAA: see Example 1. O'Hara arranges it for four characters, creating an introduction from an elaboration of the 'A' phrase and allocating the first statement of the 'A' phrase (bar 8) to Nysa and the reprise to her sister Daphne (bar 13). A four-bar interlude is inserted at this point-a repetition of the last four bars of the introduction with a lighter texture in the accompaniment. The 'B' phrase (bar 24) is in the dominant key and is sung by Mysis, opposing the accusations of her daughters. Sileno sings phrase 'C' (bar 28), which sits naturally in a lower tessitura. The two bars of exclamations-'Non, non' (bars 32-3)-are sung alternately by Nysa and Daphne, leading back to the tonic, where the sisters join to sing the second statement of the 'A' phrase in parallel thirds (bar 34), the countermelody weaving around the contours of the melody. O'Hara's choice of melody is perfectly suited to this dramatic situation. Although there are four characters, the dynamic of the scene is three-sided. The two sisters express one sentiment so that it is appropriate that one sister repeats the other's phrase. When they sing together in harmony, they sing different words at the same time, but the sentiment is the same and the rhyming scheme provides for the same vowels in each part at the ends of lines. Their mother Mysis, who opposes their wishes, presents her perspective in the dominant key before their father Sileno appeases her as the melody modulates back to the tonic. Whether this ensemble was arranged in homage to Rousseau or not, O'Hara's methods echoed Rousseau's recommendations in the Lettre. He was clearly successful in finding a song suited to the subject and distributed in such a fashion that, each of the interlocutors speaking alternately the whole series of the Dialogue forms only one melody, which, without changing subject or at least without spoiling the movement, passes in its course from one part to another without ceasing to be a unity and without going out of its path. 43 His choice of Rousseau's melody also fulfilled the requirement of being 'susceptible to a progression in thirds, or sixths, in which the second part produces its effect without distracting the ear from the first'. 44
Jélyotte and the operatic romance
The inclusion of two airs from Le Devin du village in Midas may in fact be a reference to the original performer of the airs rather than, or in addition to, a reference to Rousseau. Both airs were sung by the character Colin, performed by Jélyotte, the most celebrated singer of the era. In his Encyclopédie article on 'Chanteur', Louis de Cahusac considered Pierre Jélyotte and Marie Fel the apogee of accomplished singing, carrying 'taste, precision, expression, and lightness of singing to a point of perfection that would not earlier have been foreseen or believed'. 45 Although chiefly valued as a singer, Jélyotte also played harpsichord, guitar and cello. He was appointed maître de guitare to Louis XV in 1745 and his association with that instrument is attested to in contemporary representations such as 'Le Thé à l'anglaise' (1766) by MichelBarthélémey Ollivier, where he is seen accompanying the young Mozart on the guitar. 46 'Ah happy hours' contains a number of the characteristics of the romance tendre. The metre is alla breve, with the rhythm of a slow gavotte or gavotte tendre (as defined by Rousseau in his Encyclopédie article on the gavotte). 51 The first four bars of the melody are accompanied by a sustained G, the tonic, creating the drone effect of the musette. It shares these two features with the air 'Votre coeur aimable Aurore', the much-admired romance in Titon et l'Aurore. It is surely not coincidental that the stage directions preceding 'Ah happy hours' echo Duni's direction 'le son d'un Guitarre, ou d'un Instrument qui l'imite' in the romance in Nina et Lindor (1758). 52 In this, Apollo's contest song, the performer is afforded the opportunity to display his expressive and technical abilities, which is a central characteristic of the romance. Jélyotte was an haute-contre, a high tenor voice type that disappeared from the operatic stage later in the century. The beauty and strength of his voice were remarked on, as were his sense of style, ornamentation and good nature. There is debate as to the nature of vocal production of the haute-contre voice. Some suggest that the higher notes were sung in falsetto, 53 but Rousseau, with his characteristically anti-French attitude, describes the haute-contre voice as harsh and forced, which would suggest an extension of chest voice. 54 Berlioz insists that the 'old masters of the French school' sang in chest voice at the top of the tenor register. 55 The performers of the role of Apollo in the first Dublin and London performances of Midas were accomplished tenors and actors. Greene remarks that Joseph Vernon 'came to Crow Street at the highest salary ever given up to a singer in Ireland'. 56 George Mattocks, the first Apollo at Covent Garden, was considered his equal and inspired the following verse in Thespis:
Whose tender strain, so delicately clear, Steals, ever honied, on the heaviest ear; With sweet-toned softness exquisitely warms, Fires without force, and without vigour charms. 57 Less appreciative commentators referred to him as 'Miss Molly Mattocks', 58 leading Roger Fiske to surmise that he sang mostly in falsetto. 59 Heartz concludes that 'Rousseau established the romance tendre on the operatic stage as an outpouring of lyrical emotion, an intense and show-stopping strophic hymn of love'. 60 O'Hara adopted Rousseau's innovation, without borrowing the air ('Dans ma cabane obscure') itself. The narrative concept of Midas appears to rely on this climactic musical moment, which corresponds exactly with the nature of the operatic romance. Because of his unique voice and sensitivity, Jélyotte was hailed as a god and remembered as such by later commentators. 61 Jélyotte and Marie Fel were so closely associated with Rameau's operas that Cahusac declared that 'The talents of Rameau, Jeliote and Fél, are well worthy of being united together. It appears that posterity will scarcely ever discuss the first, without speaking of the other two.' 64 Comparison with Rameau's Platée, his first comic opera, sheds an interesting light on the less pastoral aspects of Midas. Platée is also in three acts with a prologue and, like Midas, is based on a classical subject-a story from the third chapter of the Boeotica by Pausanias (a second-century Greek author). The plots of both Midas and Platée are precipitated by Juno's implacable jealousy. In Platée, Jupiter adopts a strategy to convince Juno that her suspicions of his infidelity are unfounded. In Midas, Jupiter attempts to hide his future misdemeanours from Juno by expelling Apollo, god of the sun. The subject matter and general characteristics of both operas were unprecedented in their immediate contexts. Platée resembles the 'tradi- de Jélyotte (1713 de Jélyotte ( -1797 ', Sammelbände der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft, 4 (August 1902), 686-717: 690. 62 In his Journal et mémoires (1749), Collé writes that 'Jéliotte est un chanteur unique, mais il n'a ni figure ni action; il n'est bon que dans les rôles de berger, … ceci soit dit sans faire tort à l'étendue et à la beauté de sa voix, surtout au goût divin du chant qu'il possède, et que personne n'a possédé aussi loin que lui'. Quoted in Prod'homme, 701. tional French tragédie en musique, with its story of gods who resolve their problems through, and often at the expense of, mortal beings', 65 but the comic nature of the plot, the colloquial language and burlesque musical effects were foreign to the Paris Opera.
Both Platée and Midas were directly compared with opera buffa, recently arrived from Italy, but both preceded the Italian comic operas. Jean-Baptiste le Rond d'Alembert suggests that the public's exposure to the innovations in Platée predisposed them to give the opera buffa troupe a warm reception three years later: 'Perhaps La Serva Padrona would not have enjoyed so much appreciation if Platée had not already accustomed us to music of that kind.' 66 Platée and Midas constituted syntheses of a variety of theatrical practices and genres. Rameau and his librettist, Le Valois d'Orville, drew from the broader cultural milieu of the comédie italien, ballet, vaudeville comedies and the operatic parodies shown at the fairs of Saint-Laurent and SaintGermain. O'Hara drew on ballad opera, pasticcio, pantomime, masque and burlesque, and also developments on the Paris stage. The new genres that these two operas heralded both reflected and anticipated social and theatrical change.
The libretto of Platée was criticized for 'its popular expressions, animal noises, comic alliterations and other literary devices'. 67 D'Orville and Rameau exploited aspects of the French language for comic effect and social commentary. Among the literary devices employed were the repetition of monosyllabic words, alliteration and the displacement of stresses within a word. The mute 'e' ('e muet') at the ends of words was a controversial issue; it was, and is, often sung (without stress) but is rarely pronounced in speech. Rousseau cites it as one of the elements of the French language that makes it unsuitable for musical setting, 68 but Rameau seizes this syllable's dramatic potential for characterizing Platée, accenting it and ornamenting it as a manifestation of the nymph's lack of taste and elegance. Another vowel sound identified by Le Valois D'Orville and Rameau as having dramatic potential is the /wa/ or /wai/ sound which is found, for example, in 'pourquoi'. The diphthong /wai/ pronunciation of the syllable is associated with the aristocracy whereas the /wa/ pronunciation has bour-geois associations. 69 The syllable's frequent use for rhyme and emphasis in act 1 scene 4 makes the social implications of its pronunciation inescapable. The onomatopoeic potential of the syllable to evoke ambient sounds (suggesting croaking in a marsh) are revealed as her unseen followers echo Platée's urgent questioning of Citheron:
Platée:
Dis donc, dis donc pourquoi? Quoi? Quoi? Choeur:
Quoi? Quoi? 70
O'Hara, with less finesse, also derives burlesque humour from the manipulation of the sounds of words. In the air 'The wolf that slaughter'd finds her whelps', from the three-act version of Midas, O'Hara explores the onomatopoeic possibilities of the word 'howling', reiterating the first syllable on a monotone in the first section of the air. This is reminiscent of Duni's setting of the word 'rouleras' in Illustration 2. In the second section, 'howl' is set to a five-bar unaccompanied melisma on repetitions of the syllable 'wow'. Perhaps the most evocative setting is in the third section, where the monotone reiterations leap up an octave: see Example 2. O'Hara specifies that Midas is 'braying behind the scene' in the stage directions for the finale, but the most interesting musical effect is the transfer of the stress in Midas's name from the first syllable to the second. Once Apollo (reverting to his real identity) rewards Midas's bad judgment with ass's ears, his name is metamorphosed into 'Midaaas', the musical stress consistently landing on the second syllable. The effect is heightened by extending the short melisma on the second syllable (as if laughing) as Apollo sings 'Make all the Gods laugh at Mida-a-a-a-as': Kane O'Hara's most successful literary device was what Patrick J. Smith terms 'word music'. 72 The rhyming schemes and line lengths are dictated by the shape of the borrowed melodies. In 'All around the maypole', with a tune borrowed from the pantomime Fortunatus, the three detached notes in the middle of the opening phrase are set to monosyllabic words with an identical vowel and final consonant-'trot, Hot, Pot' in the first phrase, and 'mad Lad Glad' when the phrase is repeated. 73 'Strip him, whip him', also from Fortunatus, consistently sets the detached scotch snap rhythm that recurs through the melody on 'i' vowels. The lyrics of the other phrases are also structured by distinctive musical idioms. The triple rhyme 'dapper', 'snapper' and 'strapper' corresponds to the falling leap at the end of each bar in the second phrase. 74 The third phrase matches the melodic contour with bisyllabic feminine rhymes. The sentence structure of the last phrase is adjusted to create short rhymes while carrying the narrative: see Example 3. Rousseau's Le Devin du village, sung by other characters while referring to Apollo, further establishes this link. Although other allusions, such as those to The Beggar's Opera, were more conspicuous for the audience, the pastoral disguise and borrowings from Rousseau in O'Hara's Midas reveal an implicit influence from the Paris stage.
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